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Matrices and TransformationsDover Publications, 1978

	Text stresses use of matrices in study of transformations of the plane. Familiarizes reader with role of matrices in abstract algebraic systems and illustrates its effective use as mathematical tool in geometry. Includes proofs of most theorems. Answers to odd-numbered exercises.


	MATRIX ALGEBRA is a significant topic in...
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XSLT 2.0 Programmer's Reference (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2004
XSLT 2.0 Programmer's Reference, 3rd Edition, is the authoritative reference guide to the language. Without using the formal and inaccessible language of the W3C specifications, it tells you exactly what every construct in the language does, and how it is intended to be used. This book is a reference rather than a tutorial; it is...
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Pharmacology DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Just the prescription for mastering pharmacology!  .
Looking forward to locking in a great, secure job in the booming healthcare field? Well, before you can graduate and get your license, you have to pass that challenging compulsory course in pharmacology. Luckily, there's no need to be intimidated or confused. In...
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LibGDX Game Development By ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to create your very own game using the libGDX cross-platform framework


	About This Book

	
		Learn the core features of libGDX to develop your own exciting games
	
		Explore game development concepts through example projects
	
		Target games for major app stores quickly and...
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Adobe AIR (Adobe Integrated Runtime) with Ajax: Visual QuickPro GuidePeachpit Press, 2008
AIR (Adobe Integrated Runtime) is Adobe’s open-source technology that lets Web developers and programmers create Rich Internet Applications that run outside of any Web browser. This Visual QuickPro Guide teaches everything you need to know to begin creating applications that combine the rich experience of a traditional desktop application...
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Basic Concepts for Managing Telecommunications Networks: Copper to Sand to Glass to Air (Network and Systems Management)Springer, 1999
It is important to understand what came before and how to meld  new products with legacy systems. Network managers need to understand  the context and origins of the systems they are using. Programmers  need an understanding of the reasons behind the interfaces they must  satisfy and the relationship of the software they build to the whole...
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Transactional Information Systems: Theory, Algorithms, and the Practice of Concurrency Control (Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2001
Transactional Information Systems is the long-awaited, comprehensive work from leading scientists in the transaction processing field. Weikum and Vossen begin with a broad look at the role of transactional technology in today's economic and scientific endeavors, then delve into critical issues faced by all practitioners, presenting...
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Introduction to Bayesian Scientific Computing: Ten Lectures on Subjective ComputingSpringer, 2007
The book of nature, according to Galilei, is written in the language of mathematics. The nature of mathematics is being exact, and its exactness is underlined by the formalism used by mathematicians to write it. This formalism, characterized by theorems and proofs, and syncopated with occasional lemmas, remarks and corollaries, is so deeply...
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Proof Technology and Computation, Volume 200 NATO Science Series: Computer and Systems Sciences (Nato Science)IOS Press, 2006
Proof technology will become an established field in software engineering. It generally aims at integrating proof processing into industrial design and verifications tools. The origins of this technology lie in the systematic understanding of a fully-fledged, precise notion of proof by mathematics and logics. Using this profound understanding,...
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Systems and Software Verification: Model-Checking Techniques and ToolsSpringer, 2001

	Model checking is a powerful approach for the formal verification of software. It automatically provides complete proofs of correctness, or explains, via counter-examples, why a system is not correct. Here, the author provides a well written and basic introduction to the new technique. The first part describes in simple terms the theoretical...
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100% Mathematical ProofJohn Wiley & Sons, 1996

	"Proof" has been and remains one of the concepts which characterises mathematics. Covering basic propositional and predicate logic as well as discussing axiom systems and formal proofs, the book seeks to explain what mathematicians understand by proofs and how they are communicated. The authors explore the principle techniques of...
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Moral Intelligence: Enhancing Business Performance and Leadership SuccessPrentice Hall, 2005

	"The authors offer a timely, important, and practical personal guidance system that anyone in the business world would do well to adopt. The world of business would be vastly improved if Moral Intelligence became required reading.”


	–Daniel Goleman, Author of...
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